Workshop
The Borders of Perception
Tuesday-Wednesday, January 16-17, 2018

Tuesday January 16, 2018
At the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute: Polonsky Academy Building, room 207

9:00  Welcome

9:30-10:30  First session
Clotilde Calabi  State University of Milan
“The Experience of Motion in the Waterfall Illusion”
Commentator: Georgie Statham  Polonsky Academy Fellow, the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute

10:35-11:45  Second session
Matthew Nudds  University of Warwick
“The Unitary Nature of Sounds”
Commentator: Łukasz Borowiecki  Jagiellonian University, Krakow

11:45-12:00  Break

12:00-13:00  Third session
Elvira Di Bona  Polonsky Academy Fellow, the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute
“On Hearing High-Level Properties”
Commentator: Thomas Raleigh  Ruhr University, Bochum

13:00-14:15  Lunch break

14:15–15:15  Fourth session
Bence Nanay  University of Cambridge and University of Antwerp
“Multimodal Mental Imagery”
Commentator: Assaf Weksler  University of Haifa

15:15–16:15  Fifth session
Preston Werner  The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
“Which Moral Properties Are Eligible for Perceptual Awareness?”
Commentator: Hili Razinsky  Centro de Filosofia LanCog, University of Lisboa

16:15–16:30  Break

16:30–17:30  Sixth session
Casey O’Callaghan  Washington University in St. Louis
“Senses as Capacities”
Commentator: Paweł Zięba  Jagiellonian University, Krakow

20:30  Dinner (Invitees only)

Wednesday January 17, 2018
At the Hebrew University of Jerusalem: Mt. Scopus, Mandel Building, room 530

9:15-10:15  Seventh session
Hilla Jacobson  The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
“The Perceptual Strategy and the Normative Aspects of Pain”
Commentator: Elena Cagnoli Fiecconi  Polonsky Academy Fellow, the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute

10:15-11:15  Eighth session
Simone Gozzano  University of L’Aquila, Italy
“The Border between Perception and Introspection: The Case of Pain”
Commentator: Avi Kenan  The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

11:15-11:30  Break

11:30-12:30  Ninth session
Alberto Voltolini  University of Turin, Italy
“Fusion Experiences”
Commentator: Ivan Ivanov  Shandong University Jinan, China

12:30-13:30  Tenth session
Michał Klincewitz  Jagiellonian University, Krakow
“Temporal Mental Qualities and the Inheritance Thesis”
Commentator: Olla Solomyak  Polonsky Academy Fellow, the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute

13:30-14:15  Lunch at the Maiersdorf Faculty Club

14:15-17:30  Tour of the Old City of Jerusalem (Invitees only)

Organizers: Elvira Di Bona and Preston Werner

Admission is free
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